...The Arctic will continue to heat up, the ice will melt releasing methane from land and sea and the “Methane Burp” of some 50 Gt (gigaton) of methane...we will suffocate due to lack of oxygen...the methane will accumulate and catch fire...the surface of the earth will catch fire and burn...the nuclear power plants will explode releasing radiation...there will be a nuclear fire soot induced winter...the planet will be frozen over...this will begin with the “Burp” occurring in 12 to 24 months...the growing heatwaves are the sign of a runaway climate change, it has started in the Arctic, Alaska, Canada, Russia, moving from the pole down...I have provided the evidence above to substantiate my scenario, if you see something I have missed, let me know...a slight clarification...the methane burp will most likely not happen in an instant but more like a rolling black-out like they have in California during power shortages, live the life of excellence, be kind, only love remains...gather your loved one’s, your friends and family and circle your wagon’s, it will be a rough ride watching the sunset, live the life of excellence, be kind, give respect, share peace, only love remains...yes. I know I repeat
High levels of methane gas erupted from destabilized subsea methane hydrates and dissolved in surface water of the East Siberian Arctic Shelf. Shakhova and Semiletov, 2010. www.independent.co.uk

This major extinction zone is defined by the second steeply inclined line parallel to the first, which extends up to the 10 degree C worldwide atmospheric temperature anomaly event defined by Drs. Natalia Shakhova and I. Semiletov. It corresponds to a "Permian Style" global extinction event. An exponential Arctic methane expulsion line from Carana et al. defines the right side of this extinction zone. We have given Mother Earth a raging fever and she will destroy the infecting virus in the same way our bodies do with an extreme temperature rise. We will all be boiled alive like lobsters in a highly humid atmosphere and converted into stardust. Be excellent with each other in these our final hours on the last habitable planet in this solar system.

Deep and shallow water observations of methane in the East Siberian Arctic Shelf (ESAS) during summer (Shakova et al. 2010)
Image from www.skepticalscience.com

GLOBAL OMNICIDE

The Global Warming Mass Extinction Evacuations have begun in earnest in the very nation, the USA, that have produced the massive buildup of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere over the past 30 years, primarily because President Clinton refused to sign the original Kyoto Protocols. That is what you get when you mess Mother Earth around. The problem is that 94% of the global warming heat is first absorbed by the oceans and it is released later into the atmosphere after some 13 years. We are now facing the final, corporate capitalist created, catastrophic, Permian style, subsea & surface Arctic methane hydrate destabilization and methane blowout global extinction event that will culminate between 2023 and 2026. Temperature
Pouring Coal on the Fires, Aussie PM Rejects Climate
Solutions as Country Burns

“These are the realities that make me wonder at how corrupt must be the souls of people who have the power to stop this and fail to act.”


Chinese company approved to run water mining operation in drought-stricken Queensland

Joyful View to operate facility as nearby residents placed on water restrictions and communities face risk of running dry


…INSANITY…this is the face of Chaos…someone needs to give the PM 1000 violins, something about Caesar and Rome, what?…selling ground water to a foreign company while in a drought, what?…greed, the sickness that killed us all. humans, plants, birds and trees, all living things…shame, shame on you all, all of us…
America’s year of extreme weather and natural disasters – in pictures


The year 2019 saw devastating wildfires in the west, rising sea levels on the Gulf coast, melting permafrost in Alaska and a destructive hurricane in the neighboring Bahamas. But the year to April 2019 had also been the US’s wettest 12 months since records began as extremes became the norm

…substitute the word America for the name of any country around the globe…be well, stay safe…
5G Is Going To Screw Up Weather Forecasts, Meteorologists Warn

Faster cell service may also mean saying goodbye to your accurate three-day forecast.

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/danvergano/5g-is-going-to-screw-up-weather-forecasts-meteorologists

This year the FCC auctioned off 24-gigahertz radio frequencies for 5G transmissions, perilously close to the 23.8-gigahertz frequency at which water vapor molecules vibrate in the atmosphere. Weather satellites continuously monitor that subtle signal of humidity, which is an essential ingredient for accurate weather forecasts.

In an April letter, FCC chair Ajit Pai said that NASA and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, which had asked that the auction of frequency bands be delayed, were making "exaggerated and unverified last-minute assertions." He noted that the agency's auction of the frequencies to wireless providers garnered the US Treasury almost $2 billion.

“It looks like it is all about money,” Leduc said. “The emphasis seems to be whatever the US needs to beat China at 5G — with no argument, and no look at the consequences.”

…there are Major health concerns about 5G that have been addressed here before and now weather forecasting?…it’s about $$$$$$$$$$$, not about your health or the health of the Planet…with the increase in methane and other things on the rise, the increase in water vapor cannot be understated…sorry but this is some scary shit and it seems that everyday it is another assault against common sense and doing what is right, WTF peoples? billions incoming from 5G and 700 billion plus to the MIC for more killing, while t___p gets cranked-up on “wind mills”, What?…is it any wonder I am a Doomer?…where is sanity?…

Barrie Trower on 5G
...Barrie Trower, the Edward Snowden of microwave/wifi/5G...

...what he says about crowd control ought to make your eye’s pop-out...beware, be aware, get educated, stop being stupid by learning more...

Pulsed microwaves drive wildlife from NSW World Heritage Park

Mt-Nardi-Wildlife-Report-to-UNESCO-FINAL

“The truth about mobile phone and wireless radiation” — Dr Devra Davis

...I confess, I only made it through 30 minutes, I’ll do the other 1/2 soon, maybe...get hardwired, use a Faraday Cage and and and I don’t know...I keep my cell in a metal bowl with a locking lid, it only comes out when I need it, since I have
a land line it lives in the bowl, I use a tot bag for it when I travel… I use wi-fi for my computer but have to use an antenna to get the signal, it’s weak, so if I have turned off the antenna I’m not exposed too much but it’s in the air, it’s everywhere… beware, be aware…

Humans have made 8.3bn tons of plastic since 1950. This is the illustrated story of where it’s gone


 Revealed: microplastic pollution is raining down on city dwellers

**Exclusive:** London has highest level yet recorded but health impacts of breathing particles are unknown


…as noted within these pages it is in the rain, our food, our blood and our brains…

..more here… S…Climate Emergency pg19- Alarm Bells Ringing
condition report

sounds coming from every corner
no silence anymore
this lacking of a common denominator
brings voices in the night
fractured and twisted tongues
within a common legion
too large to comprehend
or move fast enough
cell divisions
community integraties
tribal respects all sounds are garbled
broken up in the dance
voices cry out in the night
exclaiming their hunger to the moon
shared at midnight
failing to reduce and congeal
again to the zygote
of planetary mass
too small too many too fast…GWS 1989

WARNING FOUL LANGUAGE BELOW

*  
*  
*
...This being is fucking nuts as in gawd damn crazy...

In Christmas Night Twitter Eruption, Trump Questions Why House Is ‘Allowed to Impeach the President’

“The words of an aspiring dictator.”


...djt was impeached because he is a clear and present danger to our country, our government and the globe, with over 15,000 lies while in office, the truth is very very scary, his insanity is breeding like rabbits...all the while moscow mitch has refused to be an American by blocking the will of the people, these people and more are traitors to the Republic, the Constitution and are in fact Fascists trying to subvert our country into a Fascist State with djt as King and above the rule of Law...

You know that trainload of hundreds of bills Senate Republicans have blocked? Here’s a linked list

“Of the 383 bills that have been passed by the House, 82% are still bottled up in the Senate. This list does not include House resolutions. If you click here, you can see bills and resolutions that have passed the House and the Senate and become law, bills that have passed the House and the Senate and are awaiting action by the White House, and bills that have passed the House and are awaiting action in the Senate.”
Top Syrian Official Says US Has ‘Absolutely No Right’ to Occupy or Plunder Nation’s Oil Fields

“He’s talking about stealing it,” Bouthaina Shaaban said of U.S. President Donald Trump, who has kept troops in Syria to guard that country’s oil fields.

https://www.commondreams.org/news/2019/12/26/top-syrian-official-says-us-has-absolutely-no-right-occupy-or-plunder-nations-oil

In early October, Trump abruptly ordered the withdrawal of U.S. troops from northeastern Syria, paving the way for a deadly Turkish assault on Kurdish forces in the region. Later that same month, Trump announced that a contingent of U.S. troops would remain in Syria to “secure the oil”—a plan critics decried as a flagrant violation of international law and a war crime.

“The oil is, you know, so valuable,” Trump said at the time. “It can help us, because we should be able to take some also. And what I intend to do, perhaps, is make a deal with an ExxonMobil or one of our great companies to go in there and do it properly…and spread out the wealth.”

President Trump openly admits U.S. in Syria to steal its oil.

New analysis of Trump and Republican tax breaks shows tons of corporations paying nothing in taxes

Of the 91 corporations not paying anything in federal income taxes, here are the top 10 most profitable:

- Amazon.com
- Delta Air Lines
- Starbucks
- Chevron
- General Motors
- EOG Resources
- Occidental Petroleum
- Duke Energy
- Dominion Resources
- Honeywell International
In all 10 of those examples, their effective tax rates are negative. Poor, poor corporations. No wonder they keep cutting jobs while recording record profits and C-suite executive salaries. How’d you like that deal?

Betsy DeVos: the billionaire Republican destroying public education

Cuts, attacks, rollbacks – the education secretary’s campaign to dismantle America’s public system has continued unabated


…moscow mitch, djt and others are the very reason why we and the Planet Earth cannot have anything nice, like a future…

…wanna know what Sanity looks and acts like?, read below…

‘People Should Take Him Very Seriously’: Sanders Polling Surge Reportedly Forcing Democratic Establishment to Admit He Can Win

“He has a very good shot of winning Iowa, a very good shot of winning New Hampshire, and other than Joe Biden, the best shot of winning Nevada,” said one former Obama adviser.


The New York Times

Why Bernie Sanders Is Tough to Beat

His supporters are loyal, and in Iowa they don’t really have eyes for anyone else.

His anti-establishment message hasn't changed for 50 years, and it resonates with working-class voters and young people who agree the system is corrupt and it will take a revolution to fix it.
..from an email I received…

..the closest thing we will ever have to my famous cousin FDR, I do love me some Bernie Sanders, yes I do, why not you? fix it if you don’t…